Winter Design @ Winterfest

Master Calendar
* UAA Winterfest/* Winter Design Project

Feb 21-March 1 **A “Treasure Hunt UAA Style”**

Feb. 21 (Fri) **Concert: The Cults (WWA) 7:30-9:30pm** *
**Winter Design Project Kickoff, 1-6pm**
  - POP UP MUSEUM: Snow Steppin' with The Button Box Gang, 1:30 to 2:30pm, Anchorage Museum
  - Winterfest Photo-Opp, Picture Frame, 12-6pm
  - Snow Painting: 12-3pm, 3-6pm, (2 locations)
  - Frozen T-shirt Contests: 12-3pm, 4-6pm
  - Frosty Toss Contest: 3-4pm
  - “Do you wanna build a snowman?” Contest at 3:00-6:00pm
  - Snowflake Cupcakes and Dipped pretzicles from 12-6pm

Feb. 22 (Sat) **Basketball Double Headers/Senior Night, Wells Fargo Golden Game, 5-9pm** *
**Free Public Snow Workshop: To Scream with the Scream!** 10-4

Feb. 23 (Sun) **Free Public Snow Workshop: To Scream with the Scream!** 10-4

Feb. 24 (Mon) **Good Morning Seawolves! Warm Drink and Wolf-Paw Cinnamon Rolls** *
**Notions of Time, UAA Student Union Gallery Opening,** *

Feb. 25 (Tues) **Mustache & Beard Contest, Student Union, 7-9pm** *

Feb. 26 (Wed) **Good Morning Seawolves! Warm Drink and Wolf-Paw Cinnamon Rolls** *
**Free Public Lecture: From Abominable Snowmen and Munch’s “The Scream” to Shore Crabs in the Tidal Zone: Interdisciplinary Projects for Teacher Education in Norway, RH101, 7-9pm**

Feb. 27 (Thur) **Winterfest Ice Skate Fun (Wells Fargo Ice Rink), 1:15-2:45p**

Feb. 28 (Fri) **Banff Film Festival, WWA, 7-10pm** *
**Gymnastics Meet, Wells Fargo Sports, 7-10pm** *

Mar. 1 (Sat) **Banff Film Festival, WWA, 7-10pm** *
**Winter Design Project Closing Celebration, 4-11pm**
  - POP UP MUSEUM: APUN/The Science of Snow, 4-6pm, Anchorage Museum
  - Food trucks, fire, live music, etc.
Winter Design @ Winterfest

Onsite Installation

An effort to create a “design intervention” into our UAA campus that has the potential to change the way students, faculty, and staff interact and engage with the campus and each other. This design installation is meant to evoke a change in the way individuals utilize the space.

PROJECTS:

**POP UP MUSEUM: Snow Steppin’, Feb 21**  
Anchorage Museum  
Grab your warm Alaskan gear and a partner and join The Button Box Gang in some cool tunes and snow steppin’ moves. Dance lesson and instruction start at 1:30pm.

**Record Temperature**  
Art390 Digital Video Photography/Michael Conti and 15 students  
In this winter of record warm temperatures, UAA student artists describe and interpret their world. The artists will create a montage of images about temperature in Alaska, including fire, ice, steam, running water, dripping icicles, etc. and project on an improvised surface in the Cuddy Quad area. Movie will loop during the length of the opening ceremony only.

**Resonating Ice Instruments**  
AKNS/MUS A215 Music of Alaska Natives and Indigenous Peoples of Northern Regions/Maria Williams and 30 students  
Making ice instruments, and identifying Indigenous words and other non-English words for 'snow', 'ice' 'fire' and now water. We will create and compose a song or performance piece.

**Radicati**  
Art113 3D Design/Cole Robins and 30 students  
A sculptural presentation of branches that were once rooted into a form that brings together students and genres as it travels between the Arts building to the West campus. The branches from fallen trees have been carved, burned, and supported by

**Flow of Color**  
Art160 Art Appreciation/Herminia Din and 77 students  
Recycled from UAA campus, thousands of plastic bottle caps were used to create this outdoor display of colors, and raise awareness about the number of plastic bottles that are used. If you can’t find a place that recycles plastic caps, you can certainly use creativity to reinvent them!

**Inspired Little Snowmen**  
Art160 Art Appreciation/Herminia Din and 77 students  
Each student in the class will build a little snowman with personality of 2-3 feet tall. Only natural or organic materials can be used for decoration.
Creative Ice Lantern Display
Art160 Art Appreciation/Herminia Din and 77 students
Students will work as a group and design an outdoor display. The size of the display will be approximately 6’x6’. Students will use large or small household containers or plastic buckets to build ice lantern or use latex balloon to create ice marbles, and use tea-lights to illuminate the project.

Kinematic Snow and Ice Sculpture: Intermittent photon emitting spheres of solid water influenced by gravitational and centrifugal forces
ME A280 Solid Modeling for Engineers/Jennifer M Brock, Todd H Petersen, Jeffrey A Hoffman, and 30 students
A large rolling ball sculpture will incorporate ice, snow, and lights. Visitors will set balls of ice rolling. As they roll through the sculpture, LEDs frozen inside the ice balls will flash as the balls move. Lights might also be incorporated into the sculpture itself.

Cantor Ice Dust
MATH305 Introduction to Geometries/Mark Fitch and 12 students
The complex beauty of the Cantor (or Sierpinski) dusts will be portrayed in colorful ice inviting the viewer to find the patterns hidden therein.

Small Snow Village
UAA The Residence Hall Association (RHA) and 15 students
RHA represents students living on campus. We thought the idea of a small snow village was very appropriate! They are more meant for viewing as opposed to entering. Think of dollhouses!

POP UP MUSEUM: APUN/The Science of Snow, March 1
Anchorage Museum
Join UAA Professor, Travis Rector and learn about the complexities and beauty of snow. Microscopes, snow goggles, and learning snow by a different name. Short demonstrations are from 4 to 6pm.